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Welcome
Dear Parents,
Welcome to the Senior School! Year 7 brings a wealth of new experiences, not only for your
child but for yourself also. My primary function, as Head of Key Stage Three, is to ensure that
those experiences are positive and productive and this document will help provide valuable
knowledge about where your child’s educational journey will lead.
Each page of this booklet contains a brief curriculum outline for each subject and information
related to the pastoral care of your child. I hope it answers many of the questions that you may
have. However if it does not and if at any point you have any queries please do not hesitate to
ask and I will endeavour to put your mind at rest. Please see the BSM website ‘Key Stage Three’
section for further information on Frequently Asked Questions and the Y7 study guide.
Should there be anything that we have not covered during the Moving Up process or in this
booklet please feel free to contact me on the email below.
Yours sincerely

Robert Hughes
Teacher of History and Head of Key Stage 3
hughesr1@britishschoolmuscat.com
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Student Kit List
On the list below you will find all the equipment your child will need for their lessons at BSM. If
you would like to see the specifics for each subject please see the individual subject section
below.
●
●
●
●

Blue school PE shorts
White socks
Sports trainers
House coloured PE shirt

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Calculator
Coloured pens and pencils
Compass
Glue
Pencil case
Pens, blue and black
Protractor
Rubber
Ruler
Scissors
Variety of pencils (HB, 2B, 4B)
Watercolour paints
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Homework Timetables
All subjects, with the exception of Drama and PE, are set homework in Year 7 at BSM. Some
subjects such as English set homework weekly whilst others such as Computing set homework
fortnightly. Below is this year’s current timetable. It provides details regarding which day
homework is due to be set. Your child will receive a homework timetable, like below, on the first
day of term which they should copy into their planner.
Year 7 HW Timetable 2020/21
7AM (A)
A

Sunday
MFL1

Monday
DT
English

Tuesday
Geog
Computing

Wednesday
Maths
Science

Thursday
MFL2

B

English
Maths

Science
Art

History

MFL1

MFL2
Music

7HM (B)
A

Sunday
MFL1
Science

Monday
Geog

Tuesday
Art
English

Wednesday
Maths

Thursday
MFL2
Computing

B

Maths

History

Music
DT

MFL1
Science

MFL2
English

7DO (C)
A

Sunday
MFL1

Monday
Geog
Science

Tuesday
Comp
English

Wednesday
DT
Maths

Thursday
MFL2

B

History
Maths

Music

Art

English
MFL1
Science

MFL2

7AC (D)
A

Sunday
Geog
Science (RMi)

Monday
French

Tuesday
Art

Wednesday
Spanish
Maths

Thursday
Computing
English

B

Maths
French

Music

Spanish

DT
Science (TE)

History
English

7DG (E)
A

Sunday
Science (DH)
DT

Monday
Geog
Art

Tuesday
German

B

Science (TE)
Maths

French
Music
History

Computing

Wednesday
French

Thursday
English

Maths
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Inclusion Department
Timetabled hours per fortnight: As required
Brief overview: Special Educational Needs (SEN)
We provide advice and assistance for those families with children who have mild to moderate
learning needs. Through a programme of tailored support, the progress of students is carefully
monitored and recorded, with consultation and feedback to parents being a vital and integral part
of the learning process. We work both within lessons and with small groups, as well as alongside
teaching staff to ensure that your son/daughter's needs are met. In some instances, children may
require the additional support of outside experts, such as speech therapists or educational
psychologists, in which case the Inclusion team will work closely with professionals in the
community.

Teachers: Mrs Danbury (SENCo), Mrs Berensden (SEN), Mrs Clifford, Mrs Sardar and Mrs
Sinno (Inclusion Assistants).
Setting: Students are not set
Specific Equipment: N/A
Useful Resource books: Students are given access to a range of support programmes
Homework Expectations: As required by subjects
Useful websites: A range available, depending on the student's need.
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Arabic
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons
Brief overview: Students are given the chance to learn some spoken social Arabic that can be
used in Oman (or any Arab countries) on a daily basis. Students will also learn Arabic script.
There are six different topics to be covered in Year 7 (see below), all of which are based on the
Modern Foreign Languages programme. Lessons will be focus on all 4 skill areas, speaking,
reading, listening and writing. Students will be introduced to the Arabic alphabet and script as
required by the new languages GCSE. Please note the Arabic course runs as a beginners course.

Topics
Greetings
and
Introductions
Term 1
Personal
Identification

My Family
and I
Term 2

Outline

Assessments

Greeting people and saying goodbye
Other formalities
Asking and giving basic
information about yourself
Counting
Introducing and describing
family members
Identifying various items of
school equipment
Describing the colour of school items

School Life

Identifying what is and isn’t in your

End of unit test

Regular vocabulary
tests

End of unit test

Regular vocabulary
tests

pencil-case and school bag

Parts of the
Body
Term 3

Identifying various parts of the body
Describing facial features and
other body parts
Stating which part of your body
is hurting
Describing your house

My House

Naming the various rooms in a house
Describing where each room is in
the house

End of year test

Regular vocabulary
tests

Teachers: Mr Bakir & Miss Smart
Setting: Students are taught in language option groups
Specific Equipment: Arabic exercise books and Arabic dictionaries (provided)
Resources: School devised resources (Arabic topic workbook and script workbook)
Homework Expectations: up to 30 minutes per fortnight
Useful websites: www.languagesonline.org.uk , www.memrise.com and www.quizlet.com
7
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Art & Design
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons

Brief overview:

Term 1

Topics

Outline

Figurative:

Designing and making a mask using a
variety of decorative and construction Continuous assessment of
techniques after studying artwork,
homework and classwork.
craft and ceremonial dress from a
End of unit test
range of cultures

Multicultural
Masks and
Celebrations
Landscapes:

Term 2

Architecturethe Grand
Mosque

Assessments

After a field trip to the Grand Mosque,
students use their observational
drawings and photos to design some
Islamic inspired ceramic works

Continuous assessment of
homework and classwork.
End of unit test

Learning and practicing different
styles of paint application: Students
will work in the style of the Fauves
and Pointillists, to produce their own
imagery

Continuous assessment of
class and homework, end
of unit tests and an
objective drawing exam

Still Life:

Term 3

Observation
al drawing
using
imaginative
&
exaggerated
colour

Teachers: Miss McHenry (Head of Department), Mrs Myhill, Mrs Rayner
Support Staff: Mr Singh (technician)
Setting: Mixed Ability Tutor Groups
Specific Equipment required at home: Drawing pencils (H, HB, 2B), pencil crayons, watercolour paints, brushes, fine line pens, eraser, sharpener, scissors and glue
Homework Expectations: Once per fortnight which should take approximately 40 minutes
After School support available: Every day: break times, lunchtimes and after school
How can I support my child? Overseeing homework and showing an interest in their
sketchbook; studying artists on the internet and helping children analyse Artworks (using the
guides we provide), visiting local galleries, praise and encouragement of good Artistic efforts. And
lastly, by having an appreciation that Art & Design can be found wherever you look- fashion, cars,
architecture, interior design, graphics… everywhere
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Computing
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 2 x 65 minutes lessons
Brief overview: In Computing, students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning. Often in collaboration with others, each Year 7 student is supported in the development
of positive learning behaviours and characteristics that will support learning in that all-important
‘life after school’. Students keep a learning diary as part of a self-reflective process to be
completed as homework. We use facilitated Enquiry Based learning to develop understanding of
Computer Science theory. Problem solving and programming projects build confidence and
proficiency in these areas.
Departmental HPL ACPs (Advanced Cognitive Performance Characteristics)
1. Complex and Multi-Step Problem Solving. 2. Self-Regulation. 3. Strategy Planning
Topics

Computer
Systems
Term 1
Number
Bases

Computer
Networks
Term 2
Algorithms

Term 3

Coding
with
Scratch

Outline
Be able to identify the components of a Computer System
Understand the role of the CPU
Understand the relationship between Input, Processing, Output
and Storage
Understand the role computers play in modern society
Understand how Binary and Hexadecimal represent numbers.
Be able to convert between number bases
Carry out number base addition
Understand why computers are connected to a network
Understand different types of networks and usage models
Understand different types of area network
Understand characteristics of network topologies
Understand IP addresses and how they are used
Be able to explain what an algorithm is, why they’re used and
interpret them
Be able to create an algorithm to solve a problem using
constructs and conventions
Identify and correct Algorithm errors
Be able to produce efficient code that is easy to read and meets
the needs of the problem
Be able to use sequencing, iteration and selection in the code
Understand the role of and make good use of variables and
constants in the coded solution, taking scope into account
Be able to make use of strings in a coded solution
Be able to use a wide range of data types
Be able to use arrays in a coded solution
Be able to suggest improvements to their own or other code.
Be able to identify errors in code and fix them

Assessments

End of unit
theory tests.

Peer and
teacher
feedback on
project work.

Dialogue based
on HPL Diary
entries.

Teachers: Mr. D Comber (Head of Department), Mr. D Grey and Mr. I Ashraf
Setting: Tutor Groups
Equipment and Resources required at home: The course is underpinned by Google Docs; it
is beneficial if students have access to a Google account. If parents prefer students don’t have
their own account, full use of the departmental account is provided. All resources are provided
online. We aim to ensure all software used is free so students can work outside lessons if
motivated to do so.
Homework Expectations: Independent regular completion of HPL diary.
Additional Information: Digital literacy is a core 21st Century skill and we welcome all
learners. The Google Booklet provides access to the course and all materials. If you would like
to complete the course alongside your child, a link to the booklet is provided via the
departmental Twitter account in September. You can also email the department for the link.
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Design Technology
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons
Brief overview
●
●

Design Technology is studied through a series of 3 projects over the year.
The progression of skills is planned for each project so that the students cover all the Y7
skills and knowledge by the end of the year and are prepared for Y8 Design Technology.
Topics

Outline

Assessments

Delivered through project briefs:
Skills set 1

Design

Assessed through
The student’s develop graphics and sketchbook and final product
design skills that allow them to develop in relation to the Design
their workshop skills through making Technology Progression
Framework
their project.
Delivered through project briefs:

Skills set 2

Making

Assessed through
As the year progresses the students will
sketchbook and final product
use a broad range of tools and
in relation to the Design
equipment
and
learn
how
to
Technology Progression
manufacture with different materials.
Framework
Delivered through project briefs:

Skills set 3

Skills set 4

Evaluating

Technical
Knowledge

Assessed through
Throughout their work students learn to sketchbook and final product
evaluate what they have done, they also in relation to the Design
evaluate existing products to identify Technology Progression
Framework
how they are fit for purpose.
Delivered through project work and
focused tasks:
Assessed through an end of
The students will learn a range of unit test and final product in
technical knowledge and skills related to relation to the Design
design and technology. They will have Technology Progression
the opportunity to use these in their Framework
project work.

Teachers: Mr. Sardar (Head of Department), Mr. Khan, Mrs. Galiel
Support Staff: Mr. Kumar (technician), Miss Al-Shali (Inclusion Assistant)
Setting: Students are taught in Tutor Groups. There is no setting in Design Technology, but
students are able to develop at a pace to suit their abilities within the timescales of each project.
Specific Equipment: Coloured pencils, HB pencil, ruler, compass
Useful websites: www.technologystudent.com, www.focuselearning.co.uk
Homework Expectations: Up to 30 minutes per fortnight
(Homework is set as needed relevant to the project. Usually there is more homework set at the
beginning and end of projects when written work is being done)
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Drama
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 2 x 65 minute lessons

Brief overview:

Drama in Year 7 is an active, creative and exciting subject. Students
participate in a range of projects, such as storytelling and physical theatre. With plenty of drama
games, improvisations and script work, students soon build up their confidence and their ability
to work well with others. One of the highlights of the year is the mask project where students use
masks made in Art to inspire movement, mime and tableaux. Students are assessed on their
progress throughout the course and towards the end of each unit.

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Topics

Outline

Assessments

Introduction
to drama
skills
through
story telling

In this first unit students have the chance to develop
performance skills, using techniques such as freeze-frame Making
and thought-tracking. Improvisations and script work are
Performing
inspired by folk stories and fairy tales. Working in small
groups, students enjoy creating a range of characters with Responding
opportunities to experiment with dramatic form.

Vocal &
Physical
Theatre
Projects

The first half of this term centres on vocal skills starting
with a ‘Time Machine’ project. This theme is explored
through improvisation work and short scripts. During the
second half of the term, students develop their physical Making
theatre skills, creating strings of material inspired by
Performing
masks that they have created in their Art classes. The
project ends with a performance to their peer group. In Responding
music, students may compose original soundscapes that
accompany the drama, using poetry and other literature to
inspire them.

Mime

In this unit students will enjoy exploring a range of mime
skills, including manipulation of objects, weight and Making
resistance, illusion of locomotion and white pantomime.
Performing
Short presentations will demonstrate what they have
learned and students will continue to build up their Responding
performance evaluation skills.

Teachers: Mrs. Vacher (Head of Department), Miss Salmon
Setting: Tutor Groups
Homework Expectations: From time to time students may be invited to research a topic or collect
props/costumes and music to enhance classwork.
After School Activities: Past productions at the school have included an original circus-themed
interpretation of ‘The Tempest’ by William Shakespeare. In 2019, audiences were treated to an
original performance of ‘The Mad Hatter and Alice’. The BSM Musical Youth Theatre members
were exceptional with their energy, commitment and talent. This adaptation of the well known
story, by Head of Drama, Mrs Vacher, was accompanied by original music by Mr. Clifford, the
Head of Music. All Year 7 students are welcome to audition for the Youth Theatre. Rehearsals
are held every week on Wednesdays and Thursdays.
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English
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 6 x 65 minute lessons

Brief overview:

In Year 7, English is delivered through 6 lessons per fortnight
●
five lessons – classroom
●
one lesson – library, (where we work on extending the range of students’ reading)
●
In class, students work individually, in pairs, in groups and as a whole class, on a broad
range of activities, to develop their skills in speaking and listening, reading and interpretation,
knowledge about language and a full range of styles of writing.

Topics
UNIT 1:

Term
1

STUDY OF THE
CONTEMPORARY
NOVEL

UNIT 2:
THE POWER OF
POETRY

Term
2

3

Assessments
W: Diary entry from perspective
of a main character

Students study a novel exploring: how R: Analysis
writers craft characters and settings extract
through language; how novels reflect key
themes and issues within society; how
language is employed for effect.

of

an unseen

Students are introduced to a wide range
of poetic techniques and forms of poetry.
They will be engaged in both the creative R&W: Analytical essay
writing of poetry and the analytical
process.

UNIT 3:
BEHOLD THE
BARD: An
introduction to
Shakespeare

Term

Outline

UNIT 4:
NON –FICTION:
My planet Sci-Fi
genre –

Students will inhabit the world of
Shakespeare exploring the Elizabethan
context, language, audiences, the Globe W: Descriptive writing theatre, the stories of Shakespeare. They Journey to the Globe
will consider why we continue to study
Shakespeare in modern times.
Students will create their own utopian
planet, exploring the conventions of the
sci-fi genre. They will examine different
skills required for various forms of
writing. They will also be introduced to
media terminology, codes and
conventions through aspects of film
study by analyzing a sci-fi film trailer.

R: Analysis of extract from
War of the Worlds

Teachers: Mrs. Livingstone (Head of Department), Miss Atkinson, Mr. Short, Mr. Harris, Mrs.
Hitie, Ms Ffrench-Lange
Setting: Individuals are placed in mixed ability groups – tutor groups.
Specific Equipment: The students are given exercise books, SPAG books and folders.
Useful Resources: Students are given different texts according to the unit of work they are
studying. More information will be available on the website, along with recommended extended
reading lists for each unit.
Homework Expectations: up to 30 minutes of homework per week.
After School support available: a variety of debating, reading and creative writing clubs. See
the Enrichment programme for more details.
12
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French
Students are taught French within language option groups.
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons
Brief overview: In French, students are given the vocabulary and the required structures to
be able to communicate and understand day to day information; using the four skills (listening,
speaking, reading and writing). The first 4 weeks of the course will run as a beginners course
meaning that some pupils will be revisiting learning from primary school. Progression into new
topics will commence after 4 weeks.

Topic Outlines

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Assessments

Module 1: Mes passe-temps
talking about computers and mobiles
talking about which sport you play
talking about other activities you do
describing what other people do
Grammar: Using regular –er verbs (all pronouns), the verb
faire, using aimer + infinitive
Module 2: Ma zone
talking about where you live
giving directions
talking about where you go
asking someone to go somewhere
saying what you can do in your town
Grammar: using il y a / il n’y a pas de, understanding
when to use tu and vous, using a + the definite article,
using je veux/tu veux + infinitive, using on peut + infinitive
Module 3: 3...2...1...partez!
talking about holidays
talking about getting ready to go out
Grammar: using nous to say ‘we’, using reflexive verbs
(singular)
Module 3: 3...2...1...partez! (continued)
buying drinks and snacks
talking about holiday plans
saying what you would like to do
Grammar: using higher numbers, using the near future
tense, using je voudrais + infinitive
Module 4: Studio decouverte
talking about animals
writing a poem
describing a painting
Grammar: reviewing grammar taught this year

End of unit test
Regular vocabulary tests

End of unit test
Regular vocabulary tests

End of year test
Regular vocabulary tests

Teachers: Miss Evans (Head of Department), Mr. Bakir, Mrs. Al-Koubaisy, Mrs. Hassan and Miss Argyle
Setting: Students are taught in option groups
Specific Equipment: French exercise book and online access to language learning tool provided.
Resources: Studio 1 textbook with online teaching and enrichment resources
Homework Expectations: Up to 30 minutes per fortnight, see the additional homework guide given at
the start of each term.
Useful websites: www.quizlet.com , www.pearsonactivelearn.com , www.teachitlanguages.com
www.linguascope.com
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Geography
Overview: Students study Geographical Skills to enable them to make sense of data, interpret
maps and understand their local and global context. The Year 7 course includes a new and
exciting field trip to Wadi Dayqah in order to study the importance of water to settlements and
the impact of the new dam in the region. Students then write this up as a project applying their
knowledge and understanding.
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 4 x 65 minute lessons

Topics

● Earth Story
● Map skills
Term 1

Term 2

● Settlement and
water use in
Oman

● Rivers, Flooding
and Fieldwork
involving a real
coursework write
up! (This is fully
supported but also
designed to
challenge our
intrepid
geographers!)

● Africa
● Horn of Africa
Term 3 ● Sustainability
Pollution
Case
Study

Assessments

Outline
● Students are encouraged to ask deep
questions about the origins of earth,
evolution of life and our place on the
planet.
● Students acquire basic skills in the use
of Ordnance survey maps.
● Students apply their maps skills and
investigate site and settlement
features.

● Students undertake fieldwork in Wadi
Dayqah investigating the growth of
the village and the impact of the recent
dam development.
● Students investigate the structure and
landforms created by rivers.
● Students investigate flooding and its
management.

● Students investigate
Geography, Human
Current Affairs on
unequal, conflicted
continent.

the Physical
History and
the diverse,
and vibrant

● Students examine the issues and
opportunities in Somalia, Eritrea,
Ethiopia and Djibouti.
● Enquiry: How are we polluting and
what can be done?

A base
assessment

Map skills
test

Fieldwork
Coursework
Rivers Test

1 hour
Internal
exam on
all topics
Minor tests
are
conducted
throughout
the year

Your Geography Teachers:
The Head of Geography is Mr Baldwin who after leading Geography departments in the UK, has
been at the British School Muscat for 10 years. Mr Baldwin is passionate about teaching the
geography of Oman and educating our students about the wonderful, global opportunities that
learning and growing in our Middle East setting gives them.
14
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Mrs Hine has also been at the school for 10 years and has taught in both the primary and the
senior school. Mrs Hine has a love of current geographic affairs and her enthusiasm to teach the
students about our dynamic world is infectious.
Mr Marsh joined us more recently after an impressive teaching career in China. Mr Marsh has a
love and deep knowledge of geopolitics and international relations and inspires our students in
this regard.

Additional Geography Opportunities:
We encourage all our budding young geographers to participate in ‘The Young Geographers’
competition. This is an exclusive competition held by the Royal Geographic Society and each year
we send our winners to the awards ceremony in London. This prestigious event makes the
headline reading of any young person’s curiculum vitae and really broadens perspectives.
‘The World Scholars Cup’ is a regional and international tournament held each year by the top
international schools. The Geography department at BSM host the regional round and we send
students to the finals at Yale University in New York, USA, in November each year. Additionally
in recent years, students have also represented The British School Muscat in South Africa and
Beijing, always returning with more silverware than we know what to do with!
The BSM Geography department has recently led ‘The Discovering Oman Project’ in
collaboration with Outward Bound Oman, The Royal Geographic Society and The Geographical
Association. This is initiative is designed to put Oman and BSM on the map by producing first
class learning resources about the Geographies of the Sultanate which will be taught in schools
across the UK, and internationally. Top geographers from the UK have joined our geography team
on fieldwork and we have recently launched the Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 (Years 7-9)
resources which our students will have first access to and are proving a huge success. We are
currently developing our Key Stage 4 and A level resources on Oman which, of course, your
child will be involved with as they move up through the school.
Setting:
Students are taught in their Tutor Groups within a specialist geography department. Students
participate in two fieldwork opportunities in Year 7; the first to Wadi Dayqah and then infiltration
rates in the school grounds.
Specific Equipment: A fully equipped pencil case including pens, pencils, coloured
pencils, rubber, glue and scissors. A calculator, protractor & drawing compass are also
useful.
Useful Resource books: Students are given a copy of the new ‘Geog.1’ as a course textbook
which they return at the end of the year.
Homework Expectations: On average, students are set one homework per fortnight of
approximately 30 minutes.
Useful websites:
Google Earth and Google Maps
http://www.games4geog.com/
http://www.gatm.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/
http://www.geography.learnontheinternet.co.uk/index.html
After School support available: Teachers are available during break times and after
school to assist students who request help or want to further develop their enquiring
geographic minds.
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German
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons
Brief overview: In German students are given the vocabulary and the required structures to
be able to communicate and understand day to day information using the four skills listening,
speaking, reading and writing.

Topics Outline

Assessments

● Unit 1: Hallo!
● Meeting new people and Introductions
Term
1

● Counting/ Alphabet
● Talking about your belongings
● Character Descriptions

End of unit test
Regular vocabulary
tests

● Unit 2: Familie und Tiere
● Pets
Term
2

● Family

End of unit test

● Expressing opinion
Regular vocabulary
tests

● Birthdays and Age
● Celebrations in German Speaking Countries
● Unit 3: Freetime
● Sports and Hobbies
Term
3

End of year test

● Frequency
● Online

Regular vocabulary
tests

● Listening and Writing Skills
Teachers: Miss Evans (Head of Department), Mrs. Hassan and Miss Smart
Setting: Students are taught in option groups

Specific Equipment: German exercise book and online access to language learning tool
provided.
Resources: Studio 1 textbook with online teaching and enrichment resources
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History
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 4 x 65 minute lessons

Brief Overview: Year 7 History is delivered to students as a series of major events from
the period 1000-1603. Students will study History from Britain and other cultures.
Topics

● Our History
Term 1

● 1066
● Feudalism

● The Black
Death
Term 2

● Islamic
Civilisations
● Project Work

Outline
Students will learn about: The
concept of history; The Battle of
Hastings and how William controlled
England; Feudalism and conditions
in Medieval villages and towns; King
John and the Magna Carta and
other major rebellions leading to the
Peasant’s Revolt.
An in-depth study of causes,
potential cures and effects of the
Black Death; the reasons for going
on, events of, and consequences of,
the Crusades; The History of Oman;
and an individual project on a topic
based on a trip to the National
Museum of Oman.

● Tudor England
Term 3

● Project Work

A brief Study of the Tudors.

Assessments
“Why did William win the
battle of Hastings?”

“Was King John a bad
king?”

“Why were people unable
to stop the Black Death
spreading?”

Project Work

Historical Skills project
work
End of Year Exam

Teachers: Miss Dolman (Head of Department), Mr. Marshall, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Short
Setting: Tutor Groups
Subject Specific Equipment: Pencil crayons, Glue stick, Calculator, Scissors, Ruler
Homework expectations: 1 x 30 minutes per fortnight
Useful resources: Horrible Histories (several) Terry Deary. See staff for other suggestions. We
always have a good and varied stock of text books to give extra help to all types of learners.
Additional support: Lunch time drop in & after school drop in.
Useful websites: www.schoolhistory.co.uk, BBC bitesize
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Mathematics
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 6 x 65 minutes
Brief overview: The national curriculum for mathematics is delivered in 10 modules and the
progress of the students is monitored by five Key Assessments spread over the school year: one
assessment after each two modules. Mathematics is taught in performance sets and at the start
of the school year the setting of students is determined by their CAT scores and a Baseline
Assessment. Throughout the academic year, students are encouraged to take Key Assessments
very seriously as the results of these assessments are used to compare students’ achievements
and students may change set based on their performance in Key Assessments.

1
2
3

Modules

Outline

Decimals and

Place Value, Mental Methods, Conversions, Comparing, Improper Fractions,
Mixed Numbers, Adding, Subtracting, Multiplying, Fractions of Quantities,
Fractions in Real-Life Situations

Fractions
Angles
The Four
Operations

Vocabulary, Notation, Labeling, Estimating Angles, Measuring Angles,
Drawing Angles, Angle Properties, Interior and Exterior Angles of Polygons,
Solving Geometrical Problems
Directed Numbers, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Order of
Operations, The Four Operations in Real-Life Situations

4

Collecting,
Organising and
Representing
Data

Collecting Data, Data Collection Sheet, Questionnaire, Organising Data,
Two-Way Tables, Frequency Tables, Grouped Frequency Tables,
Representing Data, Bar Charts, Pie Charts, Line Graphs

5

Number Work 1

Mental Methods, Conversions, Percentage of a Quantity, Percentage
Change, Applications

6

Pure Algebra

Algebraic Notations, Simplifying Algebraic Expressions, Linear Formulae in
Real-Life Situations

7

Perimeter, Area
and Volume

Metric Prefixes, Metric Conversions, Converting Imperial Units into Metric
Units, Measurements in Real-Life situations, Perimeter and Area of
Rectilinear Shapes, Area of Parallelograms and Triangles, Area of
Trapeziums, Nets of Cubes and Cuboids, Plans and Elevations of 3-D Solids,
Surface Area of Cuboids

8

Number Work 2

Using a Calculator, Rounding, Fractions, Decimals, Multiplication Factor k,
Percentages, Percentage Change

9

Solving
Equations

Solution of an Equation, Solving Linear Equations, Balancing Method,
Expanding Brackets, Using Linear Equations in Real-Life Situations, Linear
Formulae in Real-Life Situations

Tessellations,
Tesselation, Symmetry (2-D and 3-D), Drawing 2-D Shapes on a Coordinate
Symmetry
and
Grid, Transformations, Enlargements, Reflections, Translations, Rotations
10
Transformations
Teachers: Mr. Kolster (Head of Department), Mr. Ahmad, Mr. Block, Mr. Chishti, Miss Deeney and
HLTA: Mrs. Sheikh
Performance Setting:
Six performance sets
Streaming:
Accelerated (AM), Regular (RM) and Extended (EM)
Assessments:
One Baseline Assessment and five Key Assessments
Homework Expectations:
30 minutes per week
Websites:
My Learning (VLE), Google Drive, HegartyMaths and DrFrostMaths
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Music
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 2 x 65 minute lessons

Topics

Revision of
the Brass
Family

Term
1

Singing
Listening/
Appraising

Outline
●

How Brass instruments work, The different parts of a Brass
Instrument, How to make a sound on a Brass Instrument

●

Learning to play the first 5 notes of a major scale

●

Learning to read music and developing an understanding of music
theory in line with what students are performing.

●

Reading and performing basic rhythms and melodies

●

Singing in 2 and 3 parts in a variety of genres

●

Using the elements of music to inform critical listening and verbal
and written analysis

●

Singing songs from musicals and Christmas songs.

●

Completion of online theory modules as part of continuous
homework

Theory
Composition

●

Developing
Brass playing
skills

Term
2

Folk songs
Composition
Listening/
Appraising

Assessments

Performing as a class

Listening and
appraising

Theory assessments

Investigation of elemental layering and structure using Incredibox

●

Extended range to encompass a one octave major and minor scale

●

Exploring Major and Minor tonality through performance of differing
pieces

●

Exploring the effects of different metre on a piece, again through
performance.

●

Singing folk songs, exploration of world folk music and composition

●

Brass music through the ages: Susato, Handel, Grieg, Bernstein,
Jazz

Students will be
individually assessed
early on in the term
and parents informed
as to their suitability for
sitting Grade 1 on an
instrument, theory or
voice in the summer
term.
Performing as a class
and individuals
Listening and
appraising
Theory assessments

Term
3

Exploring
aspects
of
performance
both solo and
ensemble.

●

Development of sight reading skills through rhythmic and melodic
studies

●

Development of call and response singing

●

Expansion of listening skills through error perception

●

Critical listening to develop identification of key elements in music.

●

Continuation of learning to read music and developing an
understanding of music theory in line with what students are
performing.

●

Working towards end of year celebration concert. Producing
individual, band and group performances of compositions for the
Eisteddfod.

Performing individually
and as a class.

Listening and
appraising

ABRSM examinations
and end of year
examinations

Teachers: Mr. Anthony (Director of Music), Mr. Clifford (Head of Senior Music)
Setting: Tutor Groups
Specific Equipment: Brass Instruments, Computers, Worksheets, CDs.
Homework Expectations: Online Theory and Listening tasks alternate weeks. Ongoing
performance practice at home or in break time practice
Useful websites: Google, YouTube, BSM VLE, Focus on Sound
After School support available: Second break support daily. Voluntary extension activities
(Orchestra, Choir etc.) after school for all students.
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Physical Education
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 4 x 65 minute lessons

Brief overview:
During the students’ time in Year 7 they will have the opportunity to take part in the following
activities;

Athletics

Basketball

Netball

Fitness

Striking and Fielding

Dance

Aquatic Activities

Hockey

Leadership activities

Trampolining

Gymnastics

Table Tennis

Topics
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

As
above

Outline

Assessments

During your child’s time in Year 7 we aim to
give them a broad and balanced curriculum
which gives them the opportunity to
participate in many different sports and
activities in order to strive for High
Performance Learning (HPL). Students will
gain a clear understanding of the activities
including rules, regulations and body
management and will give them enough
time to develop their skills, decision
making, leadership and coaching within
many different areas of PE.

Each unit will be assessed
according
to
BSM’s
assessment policy of ‘big
ideas’ and ‘milestones’, as
well as an effort grade.

Director of Sport:
Mr. Wyre
Senior PE coordinator:
Mr. Myhill
Primary PE Coordinator:
Mr. O’Sullivan
Coordinator of Dance:
Ms. Bamforth
Coordinator of Swimming:
TBC
IA Coordinator:
Mr. Price
Other department members: Mrs. King, Ms. Simmons, Mrs. Wood, Ms. Salmon and Ms.
Bennington.
Tutor group PE: Students take part in two tutor group PE lessons per fortnight where they see
the same PE teacher for the entire year.
Setting: Students take part in two PE lessons a fortnight where they are placed in ability sets in
relation to teacher assessment.
Specific Equipment: PE Kit- House T-shirt, blue school PE shorts, white socks, sports trainers
Useful websites: BBC Bitesize, BBC Sports Academy, YouTube sports clip.
After School support available: Activities- please see activities programme on the BSM website
(parent portal) or contact enrichment@britishschoolmuscat.com
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Science
Timetabled hours per fortnight: 6 x 65 minute lessons
Brief overview: Students are taught Biology, Chemistry and Physics in order to provide a
general science education The focus is on developing their knowledge of scientific principles
in order to practice applying key skills such as critical thinking, creativity, collaboration and
communication.

Topics

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Outline

Biology

Ecology & Cells and Tissues

Chemistry

Particles

Physics

Energy

Biology

Reproduction

Chemistry

Reactions & Materials

Physics

Electricity

Biology

Biology investigations

Assessments

End of topic
tests after one
topic

Chemistry

Chemistry investigations

Physics

Forces & Physics investigations

End of topic
tests after two
topics

End of topic
tests after two
topics

Teachers: Mr. Clark (Head of Department), Dr Downing, Mr. Rayner, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr.
Jiminez, Mr. Maie, Mr. Wan, Miss Mitchell, Miss Di Bellonia, Miss Stammeijer.
Setting: Students are taught in Tutor Groups.
Specific Equipment: Calculator, ruler, compass, and geometry set.
Useful Resource books: Students are given text books for all units at the beginning of the
year.
Homework Expectations: 30 minutes homework per week.
Useful websites: Seneca Learning (KS3 Science course), BSM VLE, teachers will also suggest
other subject specific websites during the course.
.
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Spanish
Timetables hours per fortnight: 3 x 65 minute lessons
Brief Overview: In Spanish students are given the vocabulary and the required structures to be
able to communicate and understand day to day information; using the four skills (listening,
speaking, reading and writing).

Topics Outline

Assessments

● Unit 1: Hola!
● Meeting new people and Introductions
● Counting/ Alphabet
Term 1

End of unit test

● Family
Regular vocabulary
tests

● Character Descriptions
● Birthday and Age
● Unit 2: Freetime
● Saying what you like to do
● Expressing opinion
Term 2

End of unit test

● Birthdays and Age
Regular vocabulary
tests

● Weather
● Favourite things
● Unit 3: School
● Subjects and Opinions
Term 3

End of year test

● Describing School
● Break and Lunch

Regular vocabulary
tests

● Listening and Writing Skills

Teachers: Miss Evans (Head of Department), Mrs. Al-Koubaisy and Miss Argyle
Setting: Students are taught in option groups
Specific Equipment: Spanish exercise book and online access to language learning tool
provided.
Resources: Viva 1 textbook with online teaching and enrichment resources
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Pastoral Care – The Year 7 Team

The Pastoral Team in Year 7 is led by Mr Raynor as Head of Year 7 and Mr Hughes
as Head of Key Stage Three. It is overseen by Mrs Bainbrige as Deputy Head.
The Pastoral Vision:
To ensure every individual student strives to fulfill or surpass their academic and creative
potential; that they feel like a valued member of the school community and that they enjoy
their time here at BSM during what is a crucial stage in their educational career.
Why is pastoral care relevant?
Students may believe that education is a simple road that can be
travelled simply by turning up. However along the way there will be
several obstacles that will need to be traversed. The Pastoral Team is
in place to support, encourage and inspire students as they navigate
this complex period.

Who is in the Year 7 Team?

7DG Mr Gray
Computer
Science

7AM Mr Maie
Chemistry & KS3
Co-ordinator

7HM Mrs Myhill

7DO Mr Omar

7AC Mr Clifford

Art & Design

Mathematics

Head of Music
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The Planner:
The Planner is an integral element of a students
organisation. Without it they will not know what lessons
they have each day, what homework has been set and
when it is due. Throughout the year it will also record
targets for each subject to ensure students can achieve
their goals and stay focused on how to progress. It also
has the added benefit of acting as a line of
communication between staff and parents. Students are
required to ask their parents to sign their planner each
week to ensure that parents are informed of any minor
issues and can communicate any short messages to
staff.
Tutor Time and Assemblies:
Each day’s first school lesson begins at 7:30, tutor time is at the end of second break. Students
are expected to be in their tutor room by 12:40 where they will spend 15 minutes discussing
significant issues, important notices and creating a stronger community bond. In addition to this
the following recommended activities may take place.
Week A: Day

Activity

Week B: Day

Activity

Sunday

Planner Check/Tutor Notices/Silent reading

Sunday

Planner Check/Tutor Notices/Silent reading

Monday

Year Leader led assembly

Monday

Year Leader led activity

Tuesday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Current Events Discussion: CBBC Newsround/
BSM news
Tutor led activity

Wednesday

Current Events Discussion: CBBC Newsround/ BSM
news.
Tutor led activity

Thursday

Planner Prep and Form Games

Thursday

Planner Prep and Form Games

Students will also have 30 minutes with their tutor group per fortnight where team building
exercises, target setting and other tutor related activities will take place. After this students will
join the rest of their key stage or the whole school for an assembly.
Academic Monitoring:
After each Report the Key Stage Leader will analyse student
attainment and effort levels. If a student has been evaluated as
having inconsistent or poor effort by their subject teacher (Level 4
or 5 on the scale to the right) they will be then complete an effort
report. In serious cases where a student has received a 4 or 5 for
a number of subjects they will complete a Key Stage Report
instead. The Effort report (example shown to the right) will
provide students with at least 2 targets to improve their effort and
therefore their attainment.
Academic Monitoring is designed to support pupil progress and
provide clear strategies to progress, not to be a punishment.

Mentoring:
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1
2
3
4
5

Effort Levels on Student Reports
Level
Explanation
Outstanding (The highest)
Very good
Good – what we expect
Inconsistent
Poor (The lowest)
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To further support students in KS3 they may also be invited to Mentoring sessions. These
sessions are designed to:
a. Help students settle in
b. Identify any barriers to their learning
c. Develop student’s confidence so that they can challenge themselves
d. Make provision for the student to work on homework, revision and study skills
e. Help the student make progress and achieve their full potential
Mentoring sessions will run over the course of 5-6 weeks for around 30 minutes each time.
Students will be invited in September based on staff feedback but, as the year goes on, based
on academic reports. These sessions should be seen as an opportunity to develop skills rather
than an indication of having done something wrong or a major concern. Many students who took
part last year actually requested to take part again especially in Term 2 where sixth form
students, after receiving training, begin subject specific peer mentoring.
Rewards at BSM:
Throughout the year students have a multitude of opportunities to be
rewarded for their hard work and contributions to the school
community. The most common method is through the awarding of
House Points. House Points can be awarded for submitting an
excellent piece of class or homework, for contributing positively in
class verbally or in an activity such as PE but also for showing any of
the attitudes and behaviours of high performing learners below. At the
end of each term BSM also organises a ‘Celebration Assembly’ where
students who have shown themselves as epitomising any of the 13
attitudes and behaviours below are presented with certificates. At the
end of the year the highest performing students in each subject, in
each year, are also awarded trophies.
Attitudes and Behaviours of High Performing Learners:
High Performance Learning is an advanced pedagogy that helps
schools become world class through systematically developing superior cognitive performance
in all students. Its proven framework and methodology, when applied by good schools, leads to
increasingly strong academic results; well-motivated, engaged and life-ready students; and
happier parents. The 13 characteristics below form BSM’s Learning Ethos which all students
should develop in their time at BSM.
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